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PERMISSIONS NOTE: 
The crate that is delivered is the product. It has transfer only permissions.  Textures and 
artwork are the property of AJ Leibengeist in both virtual and real world.  The Thunderchild 
Gallery Workshop (TCGWS) is the main site in Second Life.  
 
Decorative crates are sold as transfer only objects.  They contain a set of textures (22 
max), a texture menu script, and a removable resize script.  While both scripts are inside, 
they will pop up on top of each other. 
 
The crate textures are made from in-shop elements and art sets.  The Mesh Crate is made 
by T-3D.  I’ve made a few more templates and masks for texture work with this item.  
These images and the collection of crate textures are available at AJ’s Texture Gallery in 
Milda.  You can request a custom set of textures for a crate. 
 
I resale the crate with either modify/copy or modify and transfer permissions.  For full 
permissions crates, purchase it directly from T-3D. 
 
Multi object packages come in a decorative crate.  These are eith copy only or transfer 
only packaging crates.  They contain other products and have no textures or scripts for 
themselves.  If there is a label, it will have a blank transparent option.   
 
 
FEATURES 

• Mesh Crate by T-3D. 
• Textures by AJ Leibengeist. 
• Texture menu on touch. 
• Removable resize menu on touch. 

 
HOLOVEND VIEW 
You can see this item inworld at TCGWS in Milda. Art items are in the Art Shop and crates 
of packaged general and adult drinks are on the Beverage Deck. A catalog book is 
available with previews of crates and textures.  
 
TOS 
TCGWS TOS: https://thunderchild.net/SL/doc/TCGWS-TOS.pdf.  
Second Life TOS: https://www.lindenlab.com/legal/second-life-terms-and-conditions. 
 
UNPACKING  
CasperVend items come in a box and will probably show up in your Objects Folder. SL 
Marketplace items go to your Received Items Folder.   
 
AVAILABILITY 
This product is only available in Second Life. The T-3D Creation [ Nice Looking Crate ] can 
be found on the SL Marketplace at: https://marketplace.secondlife.com/p/T-3D-Creation-
Nice-Looking-Crate-MESH-Full-Perm/5076039.  Additional full permission textures for this crate are available at AJ’s Texture 
Gallery. 
 
Real-life products with these designs can be found at my storefronts on RedBubble.com, Society6.com, TeePublic.com, and 
SpoonFlower.com. Grab my Business and Artists info HUD for links to these sites and more information. 
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